Abstract. Let Xx,Xz be a random sample from a discrete distribution on the integers with the corresponding order statistics X\a < -^2:2-In [5] Nagaraja considered the problem of characterizing distributions with the property E(Xi : 2\Xj : 2, X2-.2 -Xi-2 > m) = ajXj : 2 + bj where m is a nonnegative integer, a, b -some constants and i,j € {1,2}, i ^ j. However some of the main results of that paper are not complete or incorrect. In this note, developing Nagaraja's ideas, the family of distributions with the linearity of regression property is completely characterized.
Introduction
Let X be a discrete random variable taking all integer values in an interval [r, s] with pk = P(X = k) and qk = P{X > k). Following Nagaraja [5] denote by Cj(m) the class of distributions for which hj(x,m) = E(Xi;2\Xj-.2,X2:2 --^1:2 > m) is a linear function of x i.e. hj(x,m) = a,j(m)x + bj(m), where a,j and bj depend also on m, i,j € {1,2}, i ^ j, m -nonnegative integer. Kirmani &: Alam (1980) showed that the equality hi(x, 0) = x + b characterizes, except for a change of location, the geometric distribution (pk = pq k , k = 0,1,..., 0 <p < 1 ,q = 1 -p). Further extension of this theorem was done by López-Blázquez & Salamanca Miño (1998). They considered a random sample of size n from discrete distribution with support {0,1,2,...} and showed that E(X2:n|-X"i:n) = Xi :n + b holds if and only if X is a geometric random variable. Nagaraja (1988) considered characterizations of the classes Cj(m) for m > 0 and j = 1,2. He also searched all the distributions which belong to the set flmX) C\{rn). However his results require a substantial revision. In Section 2 the proper form of distributions from the classes Ci(m), m > 0 will be given, also the problem of the uniqueness will be carefully explained 712 A. Dembiriska (1) hi(i,m) = in the case m = 0. In Section 3 the distributions in the set n m > Ci( m ) will be determined and they will differ from these obtained by Nagaraja.
The last section of Nagaraja's (1988) paper deals with sample of size exceeding 2. He proved that for geometric distribution = Xfcn + b iff k = 1. The question whether exists any distribution satisfying the last equality for fc > 1 is still open.
The classes C\{m)
For a discrete random variable taking all integer values in [r, s] the conditional expected value E{X2.2|-Xi:2»-X2:2 -X\& > m) (see [5] ) is as given below:
Our aim is to describe the family of distributions for which the condition of linearity of regression
with a and b possibly dependent on m, holds. Nagaraja showed that the condition (2) implies that a > 0 and r is finite. Thus, with no loss of generality, we can take r = 0. Secondly one determines limits of the integral so that [(a-l)t x v(t)(t 2 -1)] equals zero at both limits. These give ¡3 = 0 and 7 = 1. Thus f(x) = C¡lt x -H s (¡={) 0 dt and
• o Consequently we see that p¿s are expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions. Notice that formuléis (9) and (10) differ from these derived by Nagaraja (see (2.8) and (2.9) in [5] ). More, Nagaraja's solution, even in its corrected version (9), is not a general solution of (7) as claimed by this author ( it should contain two constants, not one, as in Nagaraja's paper). Also it is not clear why the solution of (7) is also the solution of the original equation (3). Below we clarify all these reservations. First we show that our solution (9) also solves the equation (3) and then we prove that it is the unique probabilistic solution of that equation.
First let us check if (9) satisfies (3). It follows from the formulas (7.237.7) and (7.237.11) from [7] that (9) fulfils (5) for i > 0 and (3) for i = 0. Now using induction one can deduce that (9) satisfies (3) for any i > 0. Now to show that (9) is the unique probabilistic solution of (3) it is enough to prove that (5) has at most one probabilistic solution.
After some rearrangements (5) takes the form
Divide both sides by qi+i = qi~ Pi-Then denoting n = ^ one obtains
Now for &i = it follows that (11) r i+1 = e i+ i(l -, ¿>0. ei 1 -r-i Hence starting from ro = po we arrive at a unique sequence of (r¿)¿>o which leads us to only one sequence of (pí)¿>o for a given po-Thefore it is enough to show that po is uniquely determined. First we will prove the following inequalities:
+ i Then using (12) we will deduce that there is only one ro = po allowed.
Observe that rj € (0,1), i > 0 so by (11) we get 
We have only to show that limfc_00 g2k • S2fc+i = co. Following the method from [3] we write k k k 92k+l = 1 + y^(g2n+l -52n-l) = 1 + e 2n+102n > 1 + ^ e2n-fl e 2 n=l n=l n=l since g2n > ¿2-Hence
Then |«2fe-i -u2k\ < e2.g\k+1 ^ 0, u = u and p0 = rQ = that means there is only one po-Consequently (5) can have at most one probabilistic solution and since all the solutions of (3) are also the solutions of (5), the equation (3) has also at most one probabilistic solution. Thus (9) determines the unique sequence of p'jS satisfying (3) for a > 1. Now we can formulate the theorem which determines the class Ci(0 1 and X has the support {0,1,2,. ..} andp\s satisfying (21).
The set flm>oCiH
Now we are ready to correct Theorem 3 from Nagaraja's paper [5] . After simplification of (31) we get For a* = a the coefficient of i equals zero iff a = 1 (then X has a geometric distribition) or 6* -am = Putting 6* -am = into the constant term and equating it to zero we obtain a = 0ora=|ora = ^ which is a contradiction to a € [1,00).
Hence the geometric distribition is the only distribution, except for a change of location, with an infinite support, which belongs to the set nm>0ciM-• Notice that Theorem 3 of Nagaxaja's paper is not complete: he claimed that the class f|m>0 £i( m ) consists only of a two-point distribution, a threepoint distribution and the geometric distribition (he rejected the other valid distributions since he used the conditions (26), (27) and (28) for s < m + 2, s < m + 3 and s < m + 4 respectively). In the second part of Nagaxaja's proof (for s infinite), due to some inaccurancies in the formulas obtained there, the case a* = a, 6* -am = ^^ was omitted while it has to be shown that it leads to a contradiction.
